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Data Driven HR Business Partners
This Playbook has been developed with one purpose - to help build
the capability for data driven HR in businesses.
It’s based solely on my first-hand experience as a consultant, a
business partner to many technology organizations, an
entrepreneur across a few different businesses, one of which was
focused on helping organizations build sustainable change
programs, and finally, as an all-in participant in the emerging field of
people analytics.
It may not meet everyone’s expectations. It may be too detailed in
places, not so much in others - but it is a start because I truly feel
that the success of people analytics at-large is constrained by the
ability of HR Business Partners to use their HR, talent and
productivity data to drive better business outcomes.
I also believe that the strong ability of one, or a small group, while
directionally correct and stoic, is not sustainable.
That’s why organizations need to build a capability - to plan, fund,
engrain, lead, test, improve and unlock the potential that’s trapped
within their people data - across the board. This Playbook will help
you do that. Select and implement the components that work for
you.
My hope is that leading organizations will see the light and chase
this largely untapped opportunity - with or without any help from this
Playbook.
Just get started and if you need any help, you know where to find
me.
Cheers

John
john.pensom@peopleinsight.com
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ABOUT THIS PLAYBOOK
Introduction

When it comes to Data Driven HR
(DDHR), HR Business Partners (HRBPs)
must:
• Focus on what's relevant to the
business
• Develop their personal skills &
competencies
• Adopt a capability mindset
• Ensure DDHR is not just a one-off
project
This Playbook, HR Business Partners - A
Practical Guide to Becoming Data Driven,
will help HRBP teams accomplish these
critical imperatives.

www.peopleinsight.com
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4 AREAS OF FOCUS TO
HELP HRBPs BECOME
DATA DRIVEN

Introduction

1

HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what's relevant to the business
When it comes to the People Plan, Ops will always have different objectives,
drivers and issues than Sales - but there will also be common ground. Therefore,
it is imperative that HRBPs have solid understanding of both corporate/
enterprise-wide people objectives, in addition to the specific objectives of the
business units they serve.

2

HR & HRBPs must develop analytical and consultative competencies
It must be recognized and addressed that some HRBPs are more naturally
analytical, business-savvy, data-driven and strategic than others. It's therefore
becoming more commonplace that HRBPs build upon their transactional HR skills
& experience, becoming change enablers and helping drive the people-side of
business outcomes. This means articulating the opportunity and understanding
the issue, consulting, driving decisions, planning & implementing change, and
optimizing results.

3

HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability mindset - which goes beyond slick tools
Slick tools can flounder if they don't live within an environment - or capability - which
supports their purpose. For an HRBP to be successful in Data Driven HR, there
must be a framework, strategic focus and processes in place to ensure the relevant
data is both captured and trusted, clarity in the role of the HRBP, and of course,
visibility, realization and optimization of hard business results.

4

HR & HRBPs must implement data driven decision-making in a sustainable way
"Becoming Data Driven" implies change will occur - and this change must be
sustainable and not just a one-off project. These 4 Areas of Focus must work in
concert with one-another to ensure clarity of purpose, adoption and motivation for the
future state, leadership support, a concrete plan for implementation, in addition to
clearly defined, yet achievable success.

www.peopleinsight.com
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4 IMPERATIVES FOR HR & HRBPs

4 PLAYBOOKS
Introduction

1

HR & HRBPs must focus more attention
on what's relevant to the business

2

HR & HRBPs must develop analytical
and consultative competencies

3

HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability
mindset - which goes beyond slick tools

4

HR & HRBPs must implement data driven
decision-making in a sustainable way

www.peopleinsight.com
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BEFORE WE GET INTO THE MEAT OF
THE PLAYBOOKS, HERE'S A LEVELSET ON THE HR BUSINESS PARTNER
Introduction

Roles (Adapted from Ulrich)
Amongst other things:
o HRBPs support clients in accomplishing their business goals
o HRBPs run initiatives to increase productivity, support the development of
organizational capabilities, acquire, develop & retain talent
o HRBPs roll out HR programs and changes into the business unit

Competencies the HRBP Brings to the Table
Amongst other things:
o Understanding line of business (LoB) financials, objectives,
strategies & measures of performance
o Understanding the LoB strengths, weaknesses, opportunities &
threats
o Understanding the LoB business plan, people/headcount plan and
capabilities which need to be built over the next 1-3-5 years
o Understanding the key LoB people metrics, engagement &
sentiment (current and recent history)
o Assisting the LoB identify & manage people risk - and how that
translates into the ability to deliver on their LoB plan
o Contribute to, design and implement people programs

Skills the HRBP Brings to the Table
Amongst other things:
o Business Acumen
o Line of Business Knowledge
o Customer Relationship Management
o Talent Acquisition/Recruitment/Interviewing
o Org Development & Change Management
o Communication & Consultation
www.peopleinsight.com
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Go To Playbook 1

www.peopleinsight.com
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ABOUT THIS PLAYBOOK
Introduction

When it comes to Data Driven HR
(DDHR), HR Business Partners (HRBPs)
must:
• Focus on what's relevant to the
business
• Develop their personal skills &
competencies
• Adopt a capability mindset
• Ensure DDHR is not just a one-off
project
This Playbook, HR Business Partners - A
Practical Guide to Becoming Data Driven,
will help HRBP teams accomplish these
critical imperatives.

www.peopleinsight.com
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4 IMPERATIVES & AREAS
OF FOCUS TO HELP
HRBPs BECOME DATA
DRIVEN

Background

1

HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what's relevant to the business
When it comes to the People Plan, Ops will always have different objectives,
drivers and issues than Sales - but there will also be common ground. Therefore,
it is imperative that HRBPs have solid understanding of both corporate/
enterprise-wide people objectives, in addition to the specific objectives of the
business units they serve.

2

HR & HRBPs must develop analytical and consultative competencies
It must be recognized and addressed that some HRBPs are more naturally
analytical, business-savvy, data-driven and strategic than others. It's therefore
becoming more commonplace that HRBPs build upon their transactional HR skills
& experience, becoming change enablers and helping drive the people-side of
business outcomes. This means articulating the opportunity and understanding
the issue, consulting, driving decisions, planning & implementing change, and
optimizing results.

3

HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability mindset - which goes beyond slick tools
Slick tools can flounder if they don't live within an environment - or capability - which
supports their purpose. For an HRBP to be successful in Data Driven HR, there
must be a framework, strategic focus and processes in place to ensure the relevant
data is both captured and trusted, clarity in the role of the HRBP, and of course,
visibility, realization and optimization of hard business results.

4

HR & HRBPs must implement data driven decision-making in a sustainable way
"Becoming Data Driven" implies change will occur - and this change must be
sustainable and not just a one-off project. These 4 Areas of Focus must work in
concert with one-another to ensure clarity of purpose, adoption and motivation for the
future state, leadership support, a concrete plan for implementation, in addition to
clearly defined, yet achievable success.

www.peopleinsight.com
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PLAYBOOK 1:
BUSINESS FOCUS
Playbook 1

1

HR & HRBPs must focus more attention
on what's relevant to the business

2

HR & HRBPs must develop analytical
and consultative competencies

3

HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability
mindset - which goes beyond slick tools

4

HR & HRBPs must implement data driven
decision-making in a sustainable way

www.peopleinsight.com
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PLAYBOOK 1 IN CONTEXT
HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on w hat’s
relevant to the business
Playbook 1

Focus on one
project to start

Big
Picture

READ
CAREFULLY

Three
Categories

1) Operational
Reporting &
Analytics

2) Strategic
Reporting &
Analytics

3) Analytical
Projects

The next six pages are intended to provide the big
picture when it comes to selecting HR reporting and
people analytics which are business focused.
The big picture helps you categorize your HR reporting
and analytics projects across 1) operational, 2) strategic
and 3) problem-solving activities.
A well-balanced, mature capability will have ~six projects
across these three categories. However, don't be
overwhelmed or think you need to identify ALL six
projects across these three categories as your first step.
In fact, my recommendation is you identify and work on
only ONE project to start with and gain momentum.
For this first project, select a project which is considered
"low hanging fruit" (easy, affordable & impactful).

www.peopleinsight.com
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PLAYBOOK 1 IN CONTEXT
HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on w hat’s
relevant to the business
Playbook 1

DO the things
you should be
doing

HELP the LoB
achieve
strategic goals

FIX things
worth fixing

The "big picture" is called the Do.
model.

The ultimate objective for the HRBP is to invest in
data driven activities using this balanced, threepronged approach.
The 3 categories are:
o Operational Reporting & Analytics - Do Things
o Strategic Reporting & Analytics - Help Things
o Analytical Projects - Fix Things

DO

HELP

FIX

www.peopleinsight.com

Help. Fix.

DO the things (re: reporting) you should be
doing as an HRBP

HELP with things that will assist the LoB
in achieving a strategic business objective

FIX things that need fixing within your
scope as an HRBP
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PLAYBOOK 1 IN CONTEXT
HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on w hat’s
relevant to the business
Playbook 1

DDHR for LoB
Operations

Headcount &
Turnover

Talent
Acquisition &
Talent Mgmt

Learning,
Progression &
Performance

Operational Reporting & Analytics Do Things
Firstly, Operational Reporting & Analytics should help you
improve both the efficiency and effectiveness of standard
HR, talent management and people program activities for
your Line of Business (LoB).
This should include activities like hiring, headcount
management, turnover, movements, learning and
development, and performance management.
This focus will help the HR Business Partner focus on the
basic, yet important "HR stuff" from a day-to-day
perspective and gain the trust of the LoB leaders, LoB
managers and LoB employees.
A key dimension here is to use your HR data to help deliver
BOTH efficient and effective HR processes and programs.
Operational Reporting & Analytics is all about you taking a
data driven approach to doing the things you should
be doing (better).
Identify 3 Projects which fit the Do Things category.

www.peopleinsight.com
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PLAYBOOK 1 IN CONTEXT
HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on w hat’s
relevant to the business
Playbook 1

DDHR for
Strategic Goals

Growth Plan
Achievement
(Actual:Plan)

Building the
People-Side of
New
Capabilities

Strategic Reporting & Analytics Help Things
Secondly, Strategic Reporting & Analytics will help the HR
Business Partner focus on the juicy business issues faced
by the Line of Business. These “use cases” are driven
directly from what is important to the organization-at-large,
and the Line of Business - and in direct alignment with the
1-3-5 year strategy of the LoB - or the strategic milestones
of your business plan. A great example would be using a
data driven approach to prepare and mobilize a new
customer support team which is focused on a new product
hitting the market in 18 months.
Strategic Reporting & Analytics is about you helping the
Line of Business in the things which they need help
with - specifically from the people side, and adopting a
data driven approach.
Identify 2 Projects which fit the Help Things category.

www.peopleinsight.com
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PLAYBOOK 1 IN CONTEXT
HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on w hat’s
relevant to the business
Playbook 1

Analytical Projects - Fix Things
Data Driven
Approach to
Fixing HR
Issues &
Building New
Capabilities

Issues Will
Arise That
Require
Focus and
Attention
Through
One-Time
Projects

Thirdly, Analytical Projects are focused on identifying and
understanding outliers - both the good and bad - and for
implementing projects and change based on the data
driven insights.
Simple, yet powerful examples of projects might be
focused on improving an abnormally high turnover rate of
key personnel, improving an abnormally high turnover rate
of experienced hires in their first 2 years, or improving
retention rates of key performers in their early parenting
years.
Analytical Projects are all about fixing things in your Line
of Business within the HR Business Partner’s scope using a data driven approach.
Identify 1 Project which fits the Help Things category.

www.peopleinsight.com
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PLAYBOOK 1 OVERVIEW
HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what’s
relevant to the business
Playbook 1

The Do. Help. Fix. Model
It’s expected that when you identify all of your
Reporting & Analytics activities, you might find
some grey-area between these 3 areas - don't
worry about that as it is the least of your
worries.
The most important thing is to get your
Reporting & Analytics activities codified into
one of these areas - and just get going.

For tools, examples and more comprehensive
information on how you would design your
Data Driven HR Business Partner plan using
the Do. Help. Fix. model, please refer to
Playbook 3.

www.peopleinsight.com

Do. Help. Fix.

DO 3.
HELP 2.
FIX 1.

Get Started
with ONE
Project.

Just Get
Going.
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PLAYBOOK 1 OVERVIEW
HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what’s
relevant to the business
Playbook 1

DO 3 Things - Operational
Reporting & Analytics
(ORA1, ORA2 & ORA3)

HELP 2 Things – Strategic
Reporting & Analytics
(SRA1, SRA2)

Focus Your
First Project
on “Low
Hanging
Fruit”

Select ONE

FIX 1 Thing –
Analytical Projects
(AP1)

NOW
CHOOSE 1 PROJECT
TO GET STARTED WITH
www.peopleinsight.com
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Playbook 1

FOLLOW THESE
NEXT STEPS
FOR THE
“CHOSEN ONE”

www.peopleinsight.com
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PLAYBOOK 1
HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what’s
relevant to the business
Playbook 1

FOR YOUR ONE
CHOSEN PROJECT

1) Understand
Your Business
Plans

2) Scope Out
Your DDHR
Project

3) Define Your
Primary Metric

4) Define Your
Secondary or
Supporting
Metrics

7) Drive Decisions,
Case for Change,
Targets & Change
Plans

8) Implement,
Measure Success,
Stabilize & Realize
Value

www.peopleinsight.com

Focus on a
Juicy
Business
Issue

Use Multiple
Lenses to
Analyze
5) Articulate
"the What"

6) Articulate
"the Why
Behind the
What"

Segment
Facts &
Understand
Context

Drive
Decisions &
Change
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PLAYBOOK 1
HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what’s
relevant to the business
Playbook 1

1) Understand
Your Business
Plans

2) Scope Out
Your DDHR
Project

Read Your Business Plans
It may seem obvious...but...have you read your most up-to-date corporate business plan
or objectives? If you don't have access to it or don't have one, have you interviewed
members of your executive team to understand overall direction?
If you haven't, how will you be able to build people and organizational capabilities?
For the HRBP, becoming data driven is about achieving better balance with your
qualitative and quantitative data (i.e., gut feel and hard facts). And this balanced
approach needs to be applied within the context of something relevant, juicy and
purposeful for the LoB that you serve.
Given that, the HRBP must understand the Corporate and Business Unit Plans,
understand what this means in terms of people programs and capabilities, and must
identify, scope and deliver Data Driven HR projects which will help you achieve these
business plan outcomes.
Actions You Should Take To Initiate, Scope & Document Your First Data Driven HR
Project:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

Read Your Corporate Business Plan
Read Your Line of Business Unit Plan (the plan for your direct client)
Discuss and "play-back" your key observations to the LoB Lead/management team
to ensure you've created sufficient understanding
Ensure and articulate how your first DDHR Project supports Key Areas of Focus for
your LoB (these could be from the Corporate objectives, LoB objectives, or a
combination)
For your first DDHR Project, research, brainstorm and document the following - to
the best of your ability:
o The specific objectives, outcomes and metrics related to the project
o The people and organizational requirements/capabilities for delivering on this
o Your gaps when it comes to all aspects of HR & people programs (i.e., if you
need to "improve close rates in our Sales Team" and you don't have a best
practice Sales Closing Training Course available, then this would be considered
a "gap“
o The risk, implications and business impacts of not closing that gap
Brief your LoB Lead/management team on your findings from Step 5 - gain deeper
understanding, alignment and support for your project
Gain support and momentum

www.peopleinsight.com

Understand
Corporate
Plan

Understand
Business Unit
Plan

Translate
Plans into
People
Capabilities

Scope Data
Driven HR
Projects
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PLAYBOOK 1
HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what’s
relevant to the business
Playbook 1

3) Define Your
Primary Metric

4) Define Your
Secondary or
Supporting
Metrics

5) Articulate
"the What"

6) Articulate
"the Why
Behind the
What"

Now you've put some boundaries around your ONE Data Driven HR
Project and understood it in greater detail with your LoB counterparts - you
must now define the project in more detail - and execute. There are several
steps to this:

Define Your Primary Metric
You need to define something we call a Primary Metric which captures the
essence of what your project is focused on accomplishing. When defining
the Primary Metric, it's advised to be as specific, and detailed as possible as this is the foundation of all subsequent steps. Here's an example:
o "Decrease Turnover of our Top Performers (Rated Outstanding &
Exceptional) in their First Year of Tenure in the Sales Department"
You may select, at this point in time, to keep this directional in nature (i.e.,
decrease or increase) and not get into specific targets. Targets can be
estimated/set in a subsequent stage when you have access to hard data.
Ensure you define the nuances of your Metric such as...do you mean First
Year in the company, or First Year in Sales? Do you count a top performing
employee who spent 3 years in Marketing, then transferred to Sales and
then left the company 9 months into their Sales role?

Define the
DDHR Project

Define a
“Crunchy"
Primary
Metric

Quantify Your
Primary
Metric
Don’t Sweat
About Setting
Targets At
This Point

Quantify (state the current facts regarding) your Primary Metric in terms of
both rate and magnitude:
o In 2016 our Top Performer Turnover Rate for those employees in their
First Year of Tenure in the Sales Department was 23%
o In 2016, this represented 17 EEs departing on a total segment of 77 EEs

www.peopleinsight.com
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PLAYBOOK 1
HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what’s
relevant to the business
Playbook 1

3) Define Your
Primary Metric

4) Define Your
Secondary or
Supporting
Metrics

5) Articulate
"the What"

6) Articulate
"the Why
Behind the
What"

To achieve a comprehensive understanding, your Primary Metric needs to be
looked at from many lenses - this means slicing and dicing your data across the
data dimensions which are available to you. If you are fortunate to have powerful
workforce analytics or BI tools, this will be simple. If you are calculating in a
spreadsheet, it will likely be more challenging so get your Finance friends onboard!
The next step is to:

Define Your Secondary or Supporting Metrics
Your Secondary or Supporting Metrics are the additional data dimensions and
segmentation which may be important to your analysis. The extent of these
Secondary Metrics and segmentation is really up to you - but in our experience,
this is where the most insightful observations and storylines can come from.
For example: Segment and slice your data so you can understand if there are any
anomalies based on demographics, location, manager, manager's attendance at a
People Manager training course, recruitment channel, onboarding survey results
and engagement, amongst other things.

Make Quantitative Observations - Articulate "the What"
Using your Secondary Metrics, continue segmenting and analyzing your data,
making observations focused on anomalies (outliers in your data, hotspots where
acceptable thresholds are exceeded, or where the sheer mass/magnitude of an
issue can represent an opportunity (or lack thereof).

Define Your
Supporting
Metrics

Analyse Your
Data from
Multiple
Lenses

Segment Like
a Marketer,
Look for
Outliers

Document the
Facts

When we talk about looking at your Data Driven HR project from multiple lenses,
it's important to understand that your hard data will be further supported, and
contextualized with soft data, or qualitative understanding - which we will get to
next.

www.peopleinsight.com
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PLAYBOOK 1
HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what’s
relevant to the business
Playbook 1

3) Define Your
Primary Metric

4) Define Your
Secondary or
Supporting
Metrics

5) Articulate
"the What"

6) Articulate
"the Why
Behind the
What"

Articulate “the Why Behind the What"
At this point, you'll have a collection of facts compiled about Top Performer
Turnover in Sales, for employees in their First Year of Tenure.
Armed with this multidimensional and segmented analysis, you must dig deeper
into the storylines, understand the context in which they occurred, and ask "why" to
those who are best positioned to articulate logical reasons and hypotheses?
This can be accomplished through a variety of techniques - but tends to be
qualitative in nature. For example, you may choose to run some focus groups with
other Top Performers in Sales, those who are in their second year of tenure who
can shed some light on the experience, you may want to implement or harvest data
from your Onboarding Experience Survey, you may want to have small group
conference calls, 1 on 1s or water cooler/off the record conversations with
Managers, etc.
The objective here is to spend some time digging deep so you can balance your
facts with context, and be prepared to tell the story in a more complete fashion.

www.peopleinsight.com

Change Focus
to the Why
Behind the
What

Get Creative

Dig a Mile
Deep, and an
Inch Wide

Balance Facts
& Context for
Your Story
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PLAYBOOK 1
HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what’s
relevant to the business
Playbook 1

7) Drive Decisions,
Case for Change,
Targets & Change
Plans

8) Implement,
Measure Success,
Stabilize & Realize
Value

Gut Check

Drive Decisions, Case for Change, Targets & Change Plans
In my opinion, it's futile and pointless to embark on Step 1 of this
process unless you are willing to drive a decision, and implement
change.
GUT CHECK: If you don’t expect your data driven HR efforts to drive
decisions and change, then seriously think about stopping now and
focusing on something that the business, or your HR team, would
value.
Decision making must be done in collaboration, consultation and with the
support of your LoB client. It's therefore critical, that you've been engaging
with your LoB clients throughout the prior steps - and have access to the
facts, context and opinion.
Decision making for the Line of Business is all about Return on Investment
(ROI) - which requires the HRBP to lead or support the development of a
Case for Change. Some might call this a Pitch Deck, others a Business
Case, etc. Regardless, the Case for Change is a 10-15 slide summary and
recommendation which is structured as follows:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Executive Summary
Background & Context
Current Environment/Issue Identification (Facts & Context)
The Opportunity
Proposed Solution(s) and Targeted Outcomes
Costs & Benefits (ROI)
Project/Implementation Approach
Resources Required
Recommendation
Next Steps
www.peopleinsight.com

Drive
Decisions

Define your
Case for
Change

Set Targets

Calculate
Costs &
Benefits

Develop
Change Plans
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PLAYBOOK 1
HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what’s
relevant to the business
Playbook 1

7) Drive Decisions,
Case for Change,
Targets & Change
Plans

8) Implement,
Measure Success,
Stabilize & Realize
Value

6) Implement Change Plans, Stabilize, Measure
Success and Realize Value
For more information on how to implement and create sustainable change,
please refer to Playbook 4.

Drive
Decisions
Implement

Stabilize

Realize

www.peopleinsight.com
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Go To Playbook 2

www.peopleinsight.com
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HR BUSINESS PARTNERS
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ABOUT THIS PLAYBOOK
Background

When it comes to Data Driven HR
(DDHR), HR Business Partners (HRBPs)
must:
• Focus on what's relevant to the
business
• Develop their personal skills &
competencies
• Adopt a capability mindset
• Ensure DDHR is not just a one-off
project
This Playbook, HR Business Partners - A
Practical Guide to Becoming Data Driven,
will help HRBP teams accomplish these
critical imperatives.

www.peopleinsight.com
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4 IMPERATIVES & AREAS
OF FOCUS TO HELP
HRBPs BECOME DATA
DRIVEN

Background

1

HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what's relevant to the business
When it comes to the People Plan, Ops will always have different objectives,
drivers and issues than Sales - but there will also be common ground. Therefore,
it is imperative that HRBPs have solid understanding of both corporate/
enterprise-wide people objectives, in addition to the specific objectives of the
business units they serve.

2

HR & HRBPs must develop analytical and consultative competencies
It must be recognized and addressed that some HRBPs are more naturally
analytical, business-savvy, data-driven and strategic than others. It's therefore
becoming more commonplace that HRBPs build upon their transactional HR skills
& experience, becoming change enablers and helping drive the people-side of
business outcomes. This means articulating the opportunity and understanding
the issue, consulting, driving decisions, planning & implementing change, and
optimizing results.

3

HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability mindset - which goes beyond slick tools
Slick tools can flounder if they don't live within an environment - or capability - which
supports their purpose. For an HRBP to be successful in Data Driven HR, there
must be a framework, strategic focus and processes in place to ensure the relevant
data is both captured and trusted, clarity in the role of the HRBP, and of course,
visibility, realization and optimization of hard business results.

4

HR & HRBPs must implement data driven decision-making in a sustainable way
"Becoming Data Driven" implies change will occur - and this change must be
sustainable and not just a one-off project. These 4 Areas of Focus must work in
concert with one-another to ensure clarity of purpose, adoption and motivation for the
future state, leadership support, a concrete plan for implementation, in addition to
clearly defined, yet achievable success.

www.peopleinsight.com
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PLAYBOOK 2:
COMPETENCIES
Playbook 2

1

HR & HRBPs must focus more attention
on what's relevant to the business

2

HR & HRBPs must develop analytical
and consultative competencies

3

HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability
mindset - which goes beyond slick tools

4

HR & HRBPs must implement data driven
decision-making in a sustainable way

www.peopleinsight.com
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PLAYBOOK 2 OVERVIEW
HR & HRBPs must develop analytical and
consultative competencies
Playbook 2

Building HRBP Culture, Skills and
Competencies
Regardless of specific focus, becoming a great business partner is all about
delivering client value. This is proven in successful commercial and business
to business environments, and internally within organizations when an
enabling function is structured in an effective way - such as IT, Finance or
HR.
In our business at PeopleInsight, we truly believe we are partnered with our
customers - in fact, we’ve built our end-to-end business with delivering client
value at the core.
What we’ve learned is beautifully simple - a genuine partner relationship
occurs when goals are aligned, wins are mutual and each party brings
something unique to the table which is both valued and appreciated.

Culture,
Skills &
Competencies

Partner &
Deliver Client
Value

Create Mutual
Alignment

And under these conditions, work can be lots of fun and dare I say it, easy
and incredibly rewarding (note - not technically easy!!).
At PeopleInsight, we’ve operationalized our approach to being a business
partner by seeking to understand our customers’ ongoing needs, constantly
delivering a differentiated product and outcomes, building long term
relationships, and offering great value for money.
While there will be nuances for you and your HR Business Partner team,
there should be very little difference in how your HR Business Partner
organization is setup.
With these principles understood, you can start to think about what this
means in terms of:

How Will You
Partner?

What
Behaviors &
Activities Will
Demonstrate
This?

o Your HRBP culture
o Your HRBP skills and competencies, and
o Your plans to address any gaps in culture, skills and competencies
www.peopleinsight.com
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HR & HRBPs must develop analytical and
consultative competencies
Playbook 2

Your HRBP Culture
Your HRBP culture must:
o
o
o
o
o

Focus on customer value
Build customer value through effective people programs and
capabilities
Have complete clarity in who your customer is and what they
do
Do the right things, and
Do things right.

Firstly, and most importantly, the HRBP must focus efforts on
delivering customer value. Everything that gets done, bar-none,
should deliver some level of value-add.
If it doesn’t, the role of an effective business partner is to ask why.
Remember, if the HRBP doesn’t deliver true value for your Line of
Business customers then the simple reality is they will consider you
a replaceable component in their supply chain or resource pool.

Focus on
Customer
Value

Be an
Ongoing
Partner,
Not a
Supplier

Suppliers Are
Easily
Replaced

They will, over time, simply look for alternatives - just like we all do
with all of our "suppliers".

www.peopleinsight.com
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consultative competencies
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Embed Yourself
HRBPs must therefore, strategically position to become a critical
component of how your LoB delivers value for your organization at
large.
For some, this may be as simple as reliably and predictably filling
open vacancies with high quality candidates, but for many others, it
will be much more complex, integrated and embedded into what
they do in their core business.
The HRBP needs to understand their customer’s business, their
processes, their desired outcomes, and the competitive
environment that they work in. In addition, an effective HRBP will
also need to know them as people, colleagues and "producers".
There are many components to making this work, but
understanding your HRBP culture and building productive and
collaborative relationships is where the journey to becoming an
awesome HR Business Partner must start.
To build upon this, HRBPs need to know who your customer is, and
also who your customers’ customer is.

Embed
Yourself in
Your LoB

Become A
Critical
Component in
How Your LoB
Delivers Value

Know Your
Customer and Know
Your
Customers'
Customer

Ask. Ask. Ask.
Ask. Ask. Ask.
There are some very simple constructs here:
o If you don’t know who your customer is, and what business they
are in (i.e., who they serve), you should know this...so ask.
o If you don’t know what your customer expects from you (and by
when), you should know this also...so ask.
www.peopleinsight.com
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HR & HRBPs must develop analytical and
consultative competencies
Playbook 2

Do the Right Things
The next step is understanding what is meant by "doing the right
things".

Do the Right
Things

Doing the right things means three things:
1.

Executing the “explicitly stated” people programs which are
included in the LoB Business Plan

Ask Again

2.

Engaging with your LoB leadership team to identify, prioritize,
design and implement the people programs with the best ROI,
which will best help the LoB achieve their Business Plan

Do Things
Right

3.

Proactively assessing, managing and mitigating people and
organizational risk - or the things which will bite the LoB in the
rear end if ignored.

Do Things Right
Finally, you will need to define what "doing things right" means to
you, your HR Team, your Line of Business and organization at
large - given your organizational context.
As an organization, are you moving so fast that you’ve decided the
80/20 rule works for you (80% of the value comes from 20% of the
effort)? Or are you absolutely driven by perfection – which extends
into your HRBP activities? Or, are there politics or dynamics which
surround wither your role or the LoB you are working with, which
you need to take into consideration?
You will have to identify your specific circumstances and decide
what this means to you.
www.peopleinsight.com
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HR & HRBPs must develop analytical and
consultative competencies
Playbook 2

Your HRBP Competencies
Here are some of the key competencies which are important for an
HR Business Partner to bring to the table:
o Understanding LoB operational and strategic plans, financials,
objectives & KPIs
o Understanding LoB strengths, weaknesses, opportunities &
threats
o Understanding any LoB headcount and people plans that may
be in place (short, medium & long term)
o Understanding the pulse of the LoB when it comes to
engagement, culture and organizational health
o Understanding the facts related to commonplace/operational
HR metrics and analytics and assisting in identifying and
managing people risk such as:
•
key and vulnerable employee turnover, turnover
exceeding acceptable thresholds, retirement and
succession planning, development opportunities and
progression, compa- and market-ratios, business
impacts of not hitting headcount plans, business
impacts of low productivity, etc.
o Contribute to, design and implement people programs and
capabilities
o Assist in driving increased productivity from a people
perspective
o Acquire, develop and retain talent

www.peopleinsight.com

Be Outcomes
Focused

Balance
Operational &
Strategic

Plan.
Execute.
Iterate.

You Are The
People Expert
- Prove It
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HR & HRBPs must develop analytical and
consultative competencies
Playbook 2

Your HRBP Skills
Here are some of the specific skills which HR Business Partners
should develop proficiency in:
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

Business acumen including financial acumen
Knowledge of your Line of Business such as fundamental
technical/product knowledge, processes and capabilities,
industry and customer knowledge, and articulation of key
outcomes
Customer relationship management and partnering
Executive, supervisory & front-line relationship building
Communications such listening, facilitation, presenting, writing,
visualizing and storytelling
Strategic planning, operational planning, proposal and
business case development, report development
Problem solving and analysis methods such as six sigma, root
cause analysis etc
Basic arithmetic (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
estimating)
Software/technical skills and HR technology (transactional)
skills
HR Generalist skills such as interviewing and recruiting,
succession planning, compensation analysis, learning and
development, employee relations, corporate communications
etc.
Planning and managing change
People advocate

www.peopleinsight.com

Be Business
Savvy

Build Trust &
Credibility At
All Levels

360 Degree
Communication

Understand
Basic
Arithmetic
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Don’t Feel Bad!
This list isn’t meant to make you feel inadequate - it would be very
rare to find an individual who brought all of these skills and
competencies together - so consider this list to be aspirational and
ambitious!
Should these components come together, the HR Business Partner
team will be very well equipped to build the people side of your LoB
outcomes.

Self Assess & Continually Develop
As an HRBP, you might want to take this list and self assess starting with relevance in your situation, and if relevant, your
current proficiency and then the proficiency you need to be
operating at to be the HRBP you’ve always dreamed of being!

www.peopleinsight.com

Continually
Develop Your
HRBP Skills &
Competencies

Focus on The
People Side of
Business
Outcomes

Have You
Ever Heard
"S/he Has
TOO MUCH
Business
Acumen"?
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ABOUT THIS PLAYBOOK
Background

When it comes to Data Driven HR
(DDHR), HR Business Partners (HRBPs)
must:
• Focus on what's relevant to the
business
• Develop their personal skills &
competencies
• Adopt a capability mindset
• Ensure DDHR is not just a one-off
project
This Playbook, HR Business Partners - A
Practical Guide to Becoming Data Driven,
will help HRBP teams accomplish these
critical imperatives.

www.peopleinsight.com
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4 IMPERATIVES & AREAS
OF FOCUS TO HELP
HRBPs BECOME DATA
DRIVEN

Background

1

HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what's relevant to the business
When it comes to the People Plan, Ops will always have different objectives,
drivers and issues than Sales - but there will also be common ground. Therefore,
it is imperative that HRBPs have solid understanding of both corporate/
enterprise-wide people objectives, in addition to the specific objectives of the
business units they serve.

2

HR & HRBPs must develop analytical and consultative competencies
It must be recognized and addressed that some HRBPs are more naturally
analytical, business-savvy, data-driven and strategic than others. It's therefore
becoming more commonplace that HRBPs build upon their transactional HR skills
& experience, becoming change enablers and helping drive the people-side of
business outcomes. This means articulating the opportunity and understanding
the issue, consulting, driving decisions, planning & implementing change, and
optimizing results.

3

HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability mindset - which goes beyond slick tools
Slick tools can flounder if they don't live within an environment - or capability - which
supports their purpose. For an HRBP to be successful in Data Driven HR, there
must be a framework, strategic focus and processes in place to ensure the relevant
data is both captured and trusted, clarity in the role of the HRBP, and of course,
visibility, realization and optimization of hard business results.

4

HR & HRBPs must implement data driven decision-making in a sustainable way
"Becoming Data Driven" implies change will occur - and this change must be
sustainable and not just a one-off project. These 4 Areas of Focus must work in
concert with one-another to ensure clarity of purpose, adoption and motivation for the
future state, leadership support, a concrete plan for implementation, in addition to
clearly defined, yet achievable success.

www.peopleinsight.com
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PLAYBOOK 3:
CAPABILITIES
Playbook 3

1

HR & HRBPs must focus more attention
on what's relevant to the business

2

HR & HRBPs must develop analytical
and consultative competencies

3

HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability
mindset - which goes beyond slick tools

4

HR & HRBPs must implement data driven
decision-making in a sustainable way

www.peopleinsight.com
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PLAYBOOK 3 OVERVIEW
HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability mindset which goes beyond slick tools
Playbook 3

Capability = Aligning People, Processes
& Technology to Achieve Goals
It's frequently noted that in business, success comes
when people, processes and technology work together to
achieve strategic goals.
Not surprisingly, the same holds true when you think
about the capabilities needed for Data Driven HR to be
successful.

Data Driven HR Capability
There are, as I see it, four anchor capabilities which need
to be in place for HRBPs to become data driven.
These are:

Source
Systems,
Processes &
Data
Integrity

Governance,
Strategy &
Focus
BI Tools &
Technology

Purchasing &
Implementing
a “Tool”
Doesn’t Mean
You’ve Got
Capability

Metaphor:
Anyone Can
Purchase
Carpentry
Tools, But
Very Few
Have the
Skills,
Resources,
Focus and
Experience
Required to
Build a Log
Home

People

www.peopleinsight.com
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HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability mindset which goes beyond slick tools
Playbook 3

Source
Systems,
Processes &
Data
Integrity

Governance,
Strategy &
Focus

BI Tools &
Technology

People

www.peopleinsight.com
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HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability mindset which goes beyond slick tools
Playbook 3

Governance, Strategy & Focus
Many organizations like to have a top-down guide or
decision-making framework to help them guide and focus
their HR reporting and business intelligence efforts on the
right stuff.
Here's one I've created specifically for the HR Business
Partner - and it is based in a few simple principles:

Your HR &
people data
must be
governed,
managed and
prepared in a
way....

…that enables

reporting and
analytics...

…which
supports
strategic and
operational
decisionmaking, and
implementing
change.

Let’s start with Strategy & Focus,
then move to Governance

www.peopleinsight.com

If Reporting,
Analytics &
DecisionMaking is
Important to
Your Business,
then Data
Requirements
for Reporting
Cannot be an
Afterthought

Ensure Data &
Reporting
Requirements
are Considered
Upfront When
Implementing
an HR System

Manage &
Govern Your
Data with
the Same
Discipline You
Manage Your
Processes
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PLAYBOOK 3
HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability mindset which goes beyond slick tools
Playbook 3

But First…Let’s Pause For
A Moment
How does Playbook 3 differ
from Playbook 1?

Great Question.

Gain
Momentum
With Your ONE
CHOSEN
PROJECT with
Playbook 1

Build Your
ONGOING
CAPABILITY –
Which
Requires
Implementing 4
Anchor
Capabilities –
Using
Playbook 3

The answer lies in the fundamental difference between a
PROJECT and an ONGOING CAPABILITY.
Playbook 1 is basically your Quick Start Guide to getting
going – and quickly finding ONE PROJECT to gain
momentum.
Playbook 3 should be used as your Detailed Guide to
building a deeper, sustainable ONGOING CAPABILITY for
Data Driven HR in your business.
www.peopleinsight.com
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Ok. Let’s get back to work.
Strategy & Focus
ACTION STEP for the HRBP
Conduct working sessions, or a series of meetings to take the
following steps and accomplish the following objectives:
Step 1) Understand Your Primary User of HR Information and Define
Customer Requirements
Step 2) Identify your HR Reporting & Analytics Use Cases - Do
Three: Help Two: Fix One
Step 3) Understand Availability, Quality & Cost of Data Collection
Step 4) Estimate & Articulate Value of Each Use Case

Step 5) Assess & Map Use Cases to a Decision-Making Framework
to Help You Prioritize
Document findings in the Data Driven HR Planning Sheet - a
sample of which and templates can be downloaded at
www.peopleinsight.com/DDHRBP.
The sample which has been provided and is included in the
remainder of Playbook 3 is based on the data driven HR needs of a
fictitious, yet representative Sales Organization.

www.peopleinsight.com

You Will
Take a
Strategic,
BenefitsDriven
Approach to
Select Your
DDHR
Activities

You Will
Engage With
Key
Stakeholders
Throughout to
Gain
Alignment

You Will
Prioritize
Using A
DecisionMaking
Framework
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Here’s a bit more detail which you can use as a guide - with the Sales
Organization scenario as a practical example. Answer the following
questions, preferably not in a vacuum, and you’ll be well on your way.

Step 1 - Customer Requirements
Understand Your Primary User of HR
Information and Define Customer
Requirements
Who is(are) your customer(s) and what's important to them?
You may have several key people, each with different roles who, when
it comes to data driven HR, will act as the people who you will deliver
value to.
They include:
o LoB Head
o LoB Chief of Staff
o Manager within an LoB
o LoB Finance & Reporting
o Head of HR
o Other?

Who Will
Benefit from
Data Driven
HR?

Who is
(are) Your
Customer(s)?
What’s
Important to
Them?

Complete Section 1 of the Data Driven HR Planning Sheet.

Download Playbook Templates & Tools at www.peopleinsight.com/DDHRBP
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Complete Section 1 of the Data Driven HR Planning Sheet:

Identify & describe your customers
What’s important to them?

How does this translate into data driven HR?

Download Playbook Templates & Tools at www.peopleinsight.com/DDHRBP
www.peopleinsight.com
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Here’s an Example from a Sales Organization (Step 1):
Step 1
DDHR
Customer

Description

What’s important to
them?

At a high level, explain how these
important goals translate into
DDHR? (“DDHR Requirements”)

Example:
SVP Sales

Head of Sales Globally, sits
on Executive Committee as
peer to COO & CFO, very
active with Board of
Directors

Predictably delivering revenue
growth, headcount growth &
minimizing open positions, sales
force effectiveness and
productivity, accurate sales
forecasting, turnover of key sales
reps, accurate reporting, high
degree of trust in data, ROI for
sales development efforts

For the SVP of Sales, DDHR must deliver:
o Trusted numbers for Executive and Board
o Reporting & analysis related to recruitment
funnel/candidate pipeline
o Quota impacts (past quarter & forecast to
end of FY) of turnover/ unfilled positions
o ROI of Sales enablement initiatives
o Double sales team size in next 36 months
o Reduce corporate cost of sale from 52% of
revenue today to 48% of revenue in 36
months
o etc.

Example:
Sales
Operations
Team

Team responsible for
supporting the efficient and
effective delivery of the
sales function

Deep knowledge into the efficient
operations of the sales team.
Including tool enablement and
effectiveness, headcount plan,
recruitment and onboarding, quota
achievement, performance
management, sales ramp up time,
sales training effectiveness

For the Sales Ops team, DDHR must deliver:
o Consistent, timely, powerful reports and data
discovery on headcount actuals and plan, &
attrition
o Business impact of unfilled sales positions
o Recruitment visibility (pipeline), open
positions, onboarding activities and
recruitment effectiveness (Quality of Hire)
o Sales Learning Program Rollout &
effectiveness

Download Playbook Templates & Tools at www.peopleinsight.com/DDHRBP
www.peopleinsight.com
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Step 2 – Identify Your HR Reporting &
Analytics Use Cases

Operational
Reporting &
Analytics
(ORA)

DO 3. HELP 2. FIX 1.
Where will you focus the use of your HR data within your LoB?
Operational Reporting & Analytics (ORA) - Identify 3 Use Cases which will
enable you to Do things more efficiently and effectively in your role as an HR
Business Partner for your Line of Business.
Strategic Reporting & Analytics (SRA) - Identify 2 Use Cases which will
enable you to Help your LoB deliver on its Strategic Plan.

Analytical Projects (AP) - Identify 1 Project in your LoB where you can dig
deep, drive insight, understanding and a decision, drive change and Fix
something juicy (relevant and impactful).
*If you’ve used Playbook 1 - you will have already learned about these three
categories and should have ONE project already in-flight.

Strategic
Reporting &
Analytics
(SRA)

Analytical
Projects (AP)
– FIX
Something
Juicy

Using the notes from the 4th column in the prior step (DDHR Requirements) discuss, rationalize, prioritize and translate these DDHR Requirements into a
list of 6 projects which maps to the DO 3. HELP 2. FIX 1. model.

Download Playbook Templates & Tools at www.peopleinsight.com/DDHRBP
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Complete Section 2 of the Data Driven HR Planning Sheet:
Using your requirements, consolidate and compartmentalize
into 6 “projects”. Each project should be slotted into one of
the three categories – ORA, SRA or AP.

Download Playbook Templates & Tools at www.peopleinsight.com/DDHRBP
www.peopleinsight.com
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Here’s an Example from a Sales Organization (Step 2):
Step 2
Translate these requirements into 6 DDHR Initiatives or Projects (3xDO, 2xHELP, 1xFIX)

Operational Reporting & Analytics (ORA) – DO

ORA1

ORA2

Sales Org
Headcount &
Attrition Analytics

Strategic Reporting & Analytics
(SRA) – HELP

ORA3

SRA1

Sales Org
Sales Org: Monthly Sales Team
Recruitment
Management
Headcount Growth
Analytics
People Dashboard Dashboard
(Candidate
(Plan/Actual/
Pipeline, On-Time
Forecast based on
Fills, First Year
attrition and Time
Effectiveness/Prod
to Fill)
uctivity)

Analytical
Projects (AP) –
FIX

SRA2
Sales Learning
Program
Dashboard
(Scheduled,
Completed,
Effectiveness)

AP1
Unfilled Sales
Positions (Quantify
Business Impacts,
Growth Plan Risks,
TA Strategies, etc.)

In this example, the SVP Sales will have 3 projects focused on her, and the Sales Operations
Team will also have 3 projects.
SVP Sales

Sales Operations Team

o ORA3 - Sales Org Monthly Management People Dashboard
o SRA1 - Sales Team Headcount Growth Dashboard
o AP1 - Unfilled Sales Positions Project

o ORA1 - Sales Org Headcount & Attrition Analytics
o ORA2 - Sales Org Recruitment Analytics
o SRA2 - Sales Learning Program Dashboard

Download Playbook Templates & Tools at www.peopleinsight.com/DDHRBP
www.peopleinsight.com
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Step 3 – Understand Availability, Quality &
Cost of Data Collection

Dig Into the
Viability of
Each Project

The next step helps you start to define the projects in more detail.
For each of the 6 Use Cases/Projects identified above:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

What’s the data availability?
What’s the quality of that data?
Are there cost constraints?
Where is the data?
Which systems does the data reside in?
Who owns the system? Who owns the data?
Is the data available & accessible for use?
What is the cleanliness, trust and accuracy of the data?

Data
Availability?

Data Access
& Ownership?

Cleanliness &
Trust?

Effort &
Costs?

Download Playbook Templates & Tools at www.peopleinsight.com/DDHRBP
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Complete Section 3 of the Data Driven HR Planning Sheet:

For each project, describe the sources, availability,
accessibility and cleanliness of your data

Download Playbook Templates & Tools at www.peopleinsight.com/DDHRBP
www.peopleinsight.com
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Here’s an Example from a Sales Organization (Step 3):
Step 3
Describe the Sources, Availability, Accessibility & Cleanliness of Data
Initiative/
Project

Description

Identify Source(s) of
Data? (Systems,
Spreadsheets, Reports
etc.)

Available?
(Yes, No,
Partially)

Explain Availability and
Identify Who Owns the
Data.

Accessible?
(Easy,
Moderate,
Hard)

Explain Accessibility

Cleanliness?
(Clean/
Trusted, SoSo, Dirty/Not
Trusted)

Explain Cleanliness

Easy

This data is available today
through monthly data dumps
from HRIS team. We have their
support to get a weekly data
extract.

Clean/
Trusted

Our HR Team has worked hard to ensure hires
are entered in a timely manner and
terminations are constantly up to date within
our HRIS. There may the occasional retroactive
transaction but this in infrequent.

ORA1

Sales Org Headcount &
Attrition Analytics

HRIS

Yes

Head of HR owns data
and is available for use
with Lines of Business.

ORA2

Sales Org Recruitment
Analytics (Candidate
Pipeline, On-Time Fills,
First Year
Effectiveness/Productivity)

ATS. Finance Costs
of Recruitment
Channel Spend.

Yes

Head of Talent
Acquisition. Has typically
used the data more
internally within
Recruitment Ops Team.

Moderate

The data is there in the ATS but
the data extract needs to be
manipulated somewhat by the
Recruitment Ops team before it
can be used.

So-So

We are dependent on TA specialists/sales
recruiters keeping their data updated and clean
in the ATS. While this is the goal, there are
many times when data is a little out-dated given
the workloads of our recruiters.

ORA3

Sales Org: Monthly
Management People
Dashboard

ATS, HRIS,
Performance
Management System,
Learning
Management System,
Spreadsheets on
Engagement
Survey/Pulse Check
Results, Sales
Quotas (planned and
actual) from CRM.
Fianance Headcount
Plan.

Partially

ATS - Head of TA. HRIS,
Performance Mgmt
System, LMS,
Engagement Surveys Head of HR. Sales
Results - Head of Sales.
Finance Headcount Plan
- Dir of Planning &
Performance.

Hard

Differing levels of accessibility
due to the numerous sources of
data and high sensitivity of the
sales data.

So-So

ATS data issues explained above. Learning
management is the most out of date as this is
only validated and updated in batch/manually
on a monthly basis. Engagement data is not
available at the sub-team level. Other sources
of data have good data integrity.

SRA1

Sales Team Headcount
Growth Dashboard
(Plan/Actual/Forecast
based on attrition and Time
to Fill)

HRIS. Finance
Headcount Plan
(Excel)

Yes

HRIS - Head of HR.
Finance Headcount Plan
- Dir of Planning &
Performance

Easy

This data is available today
through monthly data dumps
from HRIS team. We have their
support to get a weekly data
extract.

Clean/
Trusted

See ORA1

SRA2

Sales Learning Program
Dashboard (Scheduled,
Completed, Effectiveness)

Learning
Management System.
Post Training Surveys
(Survey Monkey).
Performance
Management System.
Sales Quotas
(planned and actual).
Finance Reports on
Training Spend
(budgets and actual).

Partially

HRIS, Performance
Mgmt System, LMS,
Surveys - Head of Sales
Force Effectiveness.
Sales Results - Head of
Sales. Finance
Headcount Plan - Dir of
Planning & Performance.

Hard

Differing levels of accessibility
due to the numerous sources of
data and high sensitivity of the
sales data.

So-So

See ORA3

AP1

Unfilled Sales Positions
(Quantify Business
Impacts, Growth Plan
Risks, TA Strategies, etc.)

ATS. HRIS. Finance
Reports. Sales
Productivity from
CRM.

Yes

ATS & Recruitment
Spend - Head of TA.
HRIS - Head of HR.
Sales Results - Head of
Sales. Finance
Headcount Plan - Dir of
Planning & Performance.

Hard

Differing levels of accessibility
due to the numerous sources of
data and high sensitivity of the
sales data.

So-So

See ORA1 & ORA2
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Step 4 – Estimate & Articulate Value of each
Use Case
For each of the 6 Use Cases, how important is accessing and using
“perfectly” clean data? What’s the overall value of this Use Case to the Line of
Business? What is the risk or business impact if we do nothing?
This could be in terms of:
o Revenue Impact (increase or missed)
o Cost Impact
o HR Program/Talent Efficiency
o HR Program/Talent Effectiveness
o Customer Impact
o Operational Impact
o Other Impacts
If the data is dirty or has errors, what is the margin of error you are willing to
accept?
Analyse all 3 scenarios, choose one:
o Value of HR data at "current" level of cleanliness
o Incremental value of HR data by "improving" its quality
o Incremental value of HR data by "perfecting"* its quality

Understand
the Value &
Business
Impact of
Each Initiative

Understand
the Risk of
Doing Nothing

Understand
Acceptable
Margin of
Error Related
to Data
Quality

*Perfect data is somewhat of a misnomer. While there are pockets of "perfect"
data, it is quite hard to come by especially if the data is generated through
transactional processing. Therefore, the key question is, where is it we
absolutely need "perfect" data (payroll, salary grades, headcount at year end,
etc), and where will we accept some manageable margin of error?
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The key thing to realise is that many things, when it comes to reporting
and analytics, are iterative. Iterative data cleansing means you focus
data quality efforts not only in areas that matter - but when it matters.

DDHR Should
be Iterative

“Areas that matter” translates to data categories with large impact such
as employee satisfaction (payroll data accuracy), business plan
execution (headcount growth data), and financial results (such as sales
team attrition/recruitment pipeline). You must decide which ones are
most important for you - at the right time, and to the right level of
accuracy.

Decide Which
Problems Are
Worth Solving

For instance, calculating the cost of turnover can elicit many scenarios
for a cost calculation.
o
o
o
o
o

Should we take the industry standard of 1x salary?
What does that include?
Should that include recruitment expenses?
Missed productivity of an unfilled position?
Lower productivity of the new employee, etc?

Start With
What You’ve
Got

My recommendation is to start with the data you’ve got - get to an
educated estimate on the magnitude of the issue and the value of the
opportunity you are considering - using the data that you have - and
qualify it if you consider data inaccuracies may be at play.
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This will enable you to say something like…

”we have approximately a $3M/per year issue
(low estimate $2M, high estimate $4M) with
sales rep turnover and unfilled positions.
Whether it be the low end or high end of that
estimate, this is still a material issue and one
which could deliver significant positive impact
to sales results, and therefore, making our
corporate business plan”.

It will enable you to focus on value, business results and issues that
matter.
From that point, if the issue is material and important, iterative data
cleansing and increased accuracy will happen naturally because you’ve
now got management’s attention.

Find Material
Business
Issues

Grab LoB
Management
Attention

Focus Data
Cleansing
Where It
Matters Most,
When It Matter
Most

You may choose to accelerate this with a specific data cleansing
activity - but now you will have much more focus and purpose than a
broad-based HR data cleansing exercise - which in our experience,
don’t really amount to much success.
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Complete Section 4 of the Data Driven HR Planning Sheet:

For each project, estimate and articulate why this insight
would be valuable to the LoB
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Here’s an Example from a Sales Organization (Step 4):
Step 4
Estimate & Articulate why this insight would be of Value to the LoB
Initiative/
Project

Description

Describe the "value" of each Use Case in terms
of key LoB outcomes like Revenue, Costs,
Productivity, HR Program Outcomes, Customer
Impacts, etc.

Estimate the "quantifiable impact" to the
best of your ability (use high & low water
marks/ranges/margins of error)

What's the risk of doing nothing and
not having data driven insight into
this issue/ opportunity?

If applicable, what's the costbenefit/value/impacts of improved data
quality?

ORA1

Sales Org
Headcount &
Attrition Analytics

It is critical to ensure headcount growth in sales
hits the forecasted headcount plan - otherwise
there are implications for productivity, sales closed,
etc. Regrettable Turnover also plays into this as we
want to keep our top sales producers. We therefore
need powerful ways of segmenting and analysing
our headcount and attrition.

Two factors: 1) cost of "top sales performer
turnover" from our 15% attrition rate for top
producers - $1.3-1.5M per quarter 2) cost of
"rest of sales turnover" due to 12% turnover
rate - $0.8M-$1M per quarter.

Turnover of Sales Team is one of the
most critical areas for us to have deep
understanding into. A gut feel or
rudimentary approach (i.e., using
aggregated data) simply doesn't tell us
the story/provide the facts and will likely
me a major driver in missing sales
targets - or at minimum, be a key
component in the variability of sales
results.

Not applicable

ORA2

Sales Org
Recruitment
Analytics (Candidate
Pipeline, On-Time
Fills, First Year
Effectiveness/Produ
ctivity)

Understanding the current recruitment pipleline
(open jobs, candidates, stages, fills) on a weekly
basis will help us place recruitment focus in the
right places, at the right time. Understanding where
our best hires come from and the profile of those
who exceed quota in their first year is essential as
we can be more targeted and get better ROI on our
recruitment channel spend.

Recruitment channel success - every
quarter we spend $200-250k on recruitment
agencies versus $40-50k with our employee
referral program - so understanding the
relative success and ROI of each is
material.

The recruitment team will not
understand if the current candidate
pipeline will meet short term (this
quarter) or mid term (next quarter)
needs. This may result in unexpected
and material understaffing in the sales
team,

While the value of having up-to date
candidate information from our ATS is
important, the current level of "delay in
data entry" is acceptable - given it is a
week or 2. Of course, it would be optimal
to have completely up-to-date data,
however the impacts from this extra effort
might not justify the effort. To be discussed
further with the recruitment team.

ORA3

Sales Org: Monthly
Sales Leadership is looking for a comprehensive
Management People view into Sales Team health and performance in
Dashboard
support of operational and strategic decision
making, and to use at Executive/Board reviews.

Difficult to articulate quantifiable impact at
this point - but overall visibility will help us
see issues faster, and make fact-based
decisions faster. Industry averages suggest
the ROI on any Business Intelligence
investment can be 10-13x.

Sales Leadership will not have the facts
related to their organization and
performance - which is not acceptable in
a business like ours. If the HRBP does
not provide this information, the sales
team will determine a way to
collect/compile this
data/dashboards/reports in-house.

Improved data quality across Surveys will
be valuable and help us better understand
the feelings/sentiments and culture faster.
From a learning program effectiveness
perspective, given this is brand new, this is
where the most significant gap is in terms
of data quality/integrity/refresh. The result
will be better, more fact-based decisionmaking on an annual sales development
budget of $750k. A 10% efficiency factor
on this is a savings of $75k/yr.

SRA1

Sales Team
Headcount Growth
Dashboard
(Plan/Actual/Foreca
st based on attrition
and Time to Fill)

Matching our Sales team candidate pipeline with
forecasted growth/attrition/business plan (net need)
is the goal and will ensure we are staffed to our
desired levels.

Managing the headcount growth of our
Sales Team is essential to our continued
business success. Every unfilled position
(actual sales headcount is below planned
sales headcount) represents an issue. Each
unfilled Sales team day represents a NET
negative impact of $200-300/day.

Massive impact related to missed sales
revenue.

Not applicable

SRA2

Sales Learning
Program Dashboard
(Scheduled,
Completed,
Effectiveness)

Learning program schedules, completion and
effectiveness is critical for us to understand given
the significant investment required per employee,
its criticality to our business and the fact we mainly
staff our Sales team from university graduates many of which have no prior experience in sales.

Our course costs are: 4 week Sales
FUNdamentals course - $3,521 per EE, 1
week Solution Selling - $1,598 per EE, 3
month Sales Leadership Program - $6,978
per EE. Given the significant investment in
these development activities, we need to
have clarity into the scheduled costs of
delivery, course completions, impacts,
success rates of participants, and ROI of
these programs.

Continued investment in
underperforming learning programs
does not make sense - and we need
facts for this. It is important to
understand the outcomes of any
investment in our business - and
learning programs are no exception.

See ORA3

AP1

Unfilled Sales
Positions (Quantify
Business Impacts,
Growth Plan Risks,
TA Strategies, etc.)

Every day the sales team is under-staffed means
we are increasing the risk of missing quarterly
sales quota - and have a material impact on
delivering our overall business plan - with massive
implications.

The missed sales target/contribution for
every day unfilled/unworked in the Sales
team is $200-300. Using our current
vacancy rate, the missed sales revenue
from "open" positions could be as high as
$2-2.5M per year.

Massive impact related to missed sales
revenue.

See ORA2
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Step 5 – Assess & Map Use Cases to a
Decision-Making Framework to Help You
Prioritize
At this point in the process, you’ve got six projects identified across the
Do. Help. Fix. model, and have completed some high level thinking and
documentation about each.
This is all you need to then perform a top-down self assessment and
scoring on the Use Cases - which, once they are mapped to the
decision-making matrix, will help you prioritize them, and also give you
a reality check on whether they are feasible or not.
The self assessment approach includes 6 questions (3 questions
focused on effort and cost of implementation (below in orange), and 3
questions focused on value or business impact (below in blue).
A 3 point Likert scale is adopted.
Q1) Is the DDHR Use Case Critical and Important to the LoB?
Q2) Is the Data Available?
Q3) Is the Data EASY, INEXPENSIVE & NOT Resource Intensive to Access
Q4) Is the Data Clean and Trusted?
Q5) Are there Significant Business Risks if Ignored?
Q6) Is the DDHR Use Case Valuable (re: Bottom Line or Business Outcomes)?

Assess Your
Projects to
Help You
Determine
Feasibility &
Prioritization

3 Questions
on Effort and
Cost

3 Questions
on Business
Impact or
Value Created

Simple Likert
Scale Scoring

All Answers
Equally
Weighted
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Complete Section 5 of the Data Driven HR Planning Sheet:
For each project, perform a Reality Check. Use six questions
to assess each project’s impact and effort – which will help
you make final prioritization decisions.
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Here’s an Example from a Sales Organization (Step 5):
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Summary Step – Map Scores to the
Decision-Making Matrix
The following decision-making matrix can be used to assess your Use
Cases, provide you a reality check, and to prioritize your projects. You
may take this opportunity to reassess your selection of projects to
move forward with.

Each Project
or Use Case
Will Map to
One of the
Segments on
this 2x2
Matrix

Edit or
Enhance the
Axes and/or
Definitions to
Suit Your
Situation
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Here’s an Example from a Sales Organization (Summary):
ORA1
SRA1
ORA2
AP1
ORA3

SRA2
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Summary Step – Map Scores to the
Decision-Making Matrix
In the given example from the Sales Organization, the
prioritization decision might be:
Focus in the first 3-6 months on Use Cases:
o
o
o
o

ORA1 - Sales Org Headcount & Attrition Analytics
ORA2 - Sales Org Recruitment Analytics
SRA1 - Sales Team Headcount Growth Dashboard
AP1 - Unfilled Sales Positions Project

In Months 6-12, focus on Use Case:
o ORA3 - Monthly Management People Dashboard
Pause, hold off implementing and and possibly look for better
alternative Use Cases with higher ROI:
o SRA2 - Sales Learning Program Dashboard

Prioritize
Based On
Your Analysis

Split Up Into
Things To
Focus On
Immediately,
In The Next 36 Months, 612 Months
Don’t Be
Afraid To
Shelve An
Initiative Or
Look For An
Alternative
With Higher
ROI
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Now You Have Your Plan, What’s Next?
You now must work each of your projects with the approach from
Playbook 1. Specifically, Revisit Playbook 1, Steps 1-1 through 1-7 and implement each of these steps for EACH of your projects.

Work Each
Project With
The Steps
Defined In
Playbook 1

Iterate Where & When Necessary
You may find that a hard requirement may sound great at first
conversation, but when you drill into its feasibility, the access to the
clean and reliable data needed, and the overall business impact of
doing nothing, your “project” or “initiative” may fall well short and off the
map entirely.

In these cases, you have a simple choice - slim down your scope and
only deliver 5 initiatives/projects or go back to the earlier steps, iterate
and find another relevant, juicy HR reporting and analytics
project/initiative.
In addition, once these first 6 DDHR initiatives have been delivered,
your job will be to continue to iterate, based on relevance to your
operational and strategic plans, and the business issues and
opportunities that you are faced with at that point in time.
You should therefore, formally revisit your DDHR scope and approach
for each LoB every 6-12 months.
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Governance
There are entire books written on this subject alone. While there’s no
doubt in my mind it’s critical to adopt solid governance, many people
can become stuck in the mud trying to design and implement strict
governance far too early.
Here’s the one simple, practical and easily applied approach built
around the key ingredients of good governance:

Executive Sponsorship from HR and Your
LoB Leadership
Identify and ask the company-wide Champion for People Analytics (this
could be the Head of HR, Head of HR Operations, Head of Talent
Management, etc) to sit on a LoB Steering Committee for People
Analytics.
Ask your senior-most Line of Business client to also attend. Meet
monthly with the following agenda (1 hour):
o Accomplishments This Month & Updates from Your 6 Use Cases
o Cumulative List of Business Impacts delivered through People
Analytics to date
o Planned Activities for Next Month
o Help/Resources Needed from Steering Committee
o Open Discussion & Action Items

Don’t Let
Governance
Bog You
Down

Book A
Monthly
Meeting With
Key
Stakeholders

Report Status,
Confirm
Plans, Gain
Input, Ask For
Help

After 6 months or once you nail this meeting and everyone wants more,
then consider expanding your governance framework - in the
meantime, this meeting will suffice and the important stuff will naturally
flow out of it.
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Source
Systems,
Processes &
Data
Integrity

Governance,
Strategy &
Focus

BI Tools &
Technology

People
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Source Systems, Processes & Data Integrity
Accessing Your Data From Source Systems
Once you’ve identified your 6 Use Cases (3 x Do. 2 x Help. 1 x
Fix.), you’ll have all you need to identify your overall data needs,
where this data resides and who owns it.
Given you’ll likely need to source your data from a number of
systems, you will need to consolidate this data into a single data
source. While there are many different approaches and tools to
help with data consolidation, the simplest way to accomplish your
goals is through a spreadsheet.
You may already be very handy and experienced with this
approach, but if not, this where you may need help from your
Finance friends, and possibly your IT team.
There are, however, pros and cons to the spreadsheet approach,
as with all of the other approaches.

www.peopleinsight.com

Data
Consolidation
From
Disparate
Sources is
Key

Spreadsheets
are the
Lowest
Common
Denominator

There are
Pros and
Cons to
Spreadsheets
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Spreadsheet Based Data Consolidation
Pros
o You likely already have a spreadsheet tool on your computer
o You can get going easily
o You likely have some basic spreadsheet skills today - but may need
some upgrading to become more advanced
o Spreadsheets can be fed with .csv data dumps/extracts/flat files from
most systems
Cons
o Upgrading your spreadsheet skills might be more difficult than it
sounds
o Specifically, you will need to focus on things like moving and
manipulating data, cleaning and formatting data, pivot tables,
developing formulas, developing charts and presenting dynamic data
o Data security and privacy risks of spreadsheet-based reporting
o Data and formula integrity in the reporting spreadsheet is always at
risk
o Each spreadsheet tends to be at a point in time, and can require a
lot of manual manipulation every time you need a new cut on the
report
o You spend a lot of time in spreadsheet maintenance mode, as
opposed to actually using your data to drive decisions and build
value for your line of business

We will go into more detail on the alternate approaches to
data consolidation in the next section – BI Tools &
Technology.

www.peopleinsight.com

Focus
Spreadsheet
Skills on
Moving &
Manipulating
Data

Cleaning &
Formatting
Data
Pivot Tables
Formula
Development
Spreadsheets
Are Great for
Small, Simple
Jobs
Many Points
of Failure as
they Become
More Complex
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Process Control & Data Integrity
As mentioned earlier in this Playbook, part of the iterative
process will be recognizing that some, or much of your data,
might be a wee-bit dirty.
First off, perfect data is incredibly rare - however you can still
gain “deep” understanding into a material issue with far-from
perfect data - you just need to be upfront about this and note
the known inaccuracies of your reporting, and a margin of
error (for instance, +/- 25%) for your estimate.
A $5M turnover issue is still material with or without a +/-25%
margin of error.
Secondly, data is often incomplete, invalid or inaccurate
because HR processes and HR systems activities have been
typically executed for transactional purposes, versus
decision-making purposes - and once you start using your
HR data more frequently and materially for making decisions,
its quality and your process controls will inevitably improve.

Your HR processes will become tighter and more focused on
upfront data quality when you both need accurate data and
you have a credible Champion for DDHR.

You Don’t Need
Perfect Data To
Find A Material
Business Issue

Your Data
Cleansing
Activities Will
Naturally
Occur and Be
More Focused
Once You Start
Using Your
Data For
Driving
Decisions

Acknowledge
Data Cleansing
Isn’t An
Overnight Fix –
Focus Where It
Matters, When
It Matters

Acknowledge this isn’t an overnight fix, and work towards
improving data quality when and where it matters.
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As you get started, in the first few months you will likely be
using your “tools” to powerfully and rapidly identify where you
need to spend time and effort on data cleansing and process
control - and you’ll only do this with data segments that
matter.
Data visualization tools – and their embedded filtering and
segmentation capabilities – will actually help you see areas
which require attention.
It’s like having an x-ray machine into your HR data mart.
Lastly, the most effective advice I have for HRBPs is to just
get going using your data IN A FOCUSED WAY and enlist
the support of your colleagues and leaders who can help you
continually improve the quality, timeliness and completeness
of that data you are most in need of.
Don’t try and do an enterprise-wide HR data cleansing
project - it’s simply too much of a shotgun/one-size fits all
approach and history tells us, value doesn’t get delivered in
the speed and areas you need to move the needle.
If HR is going to become data driven, then we simply need to
embark on this journey.
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Visualization
Tools Can
Help You
Focus Where
It Counts
Don’t Start
With A BroadBased Data
Cleansing
Project – It’s A
Fast Way To
Spend Lots of
Money With
Marginal
Results

Just Get
Going Using
Your Data For
Decisions
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Just Get Started
Regardless of the technical approach you adopt, you will
need to do the following for each Use Case:
o Describe in a sentence or two the metric, calculation or
algorithm that will give you insight your Use Case
o Start as simple as you can and over time, increase
complexity
o Identify where this data resides
o Identify the owner of each data source and obtain their
approval to use it
o Coordinate access/receiving a download of each data
source
o While there are always exceptions, these raw
downloads can be quite simple to dump/deliver and
should be something your HR Systems Administrator
or HR Ops resource is already doing.
o Take an extra 15 minutes and ask this person
specifically what they need to do - or ask to see them
when they actually run this data dump - and you’ll be
able to see first hand the level of complexity.
o Consolidate your data into your “tool” for data analysis
o Build your calculations and visualizations in your “tool”
o Play, Test, Iterate. Play, Test, Iterate.

Metrics
Development
and Data
Preparation
Can Be Time
Consuming

Take An
Iterative
Approach

This is going to be an iterative, or agile process - starting
simple and increasing complexity as you gain momentum,
trust and deliver results.
www.peopleinsight.com
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Source
Systems,
Processes &
Data
Integrity

Governance,
Strategy &
Focus

BI Tools &
Technology

People
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Firstly, What is People Analytics?
A Simple Definition
Starting in 2012, I have personally been defining People Analytics as
“using both people-data and business-outcomes data to make smarter
people and business decisions”.
While the definition of People Analytics varies somewhat based on
who you speak with, it tends to be quite consistent and can be applied
to both basic people analytics capabilities (like excel-based
VLOOKUPS and PivotTables) and advanced capabilities like those
found in an enterprise data warehouse based solution.
The fundamentals are:

Data
Consolidation
From
Disparate
Sources is
Key

Spreadsheets
are the
Lowest
Common
Denominator

1. Multiple sources of HR/People/Talent/Productivity data
2. Unification of these disparate sources of data into one single
repository designed for storage and manipulation of your HR data
with both a technical and functional focus on data discovery and
analysis, not transactional processing
3. Algorithms using mathematics and statistics calculating HR metrics
and relevant analytic use cases

There are
Pros and
Cons to
Spreadsheets

4. Presentation, reporting, outputs and/or visualization of your data,
based on the analysis and discovery criteria which a user defines
These components must work in concert together and if your survey,
talent or HCM solution isn’t employing a data warehouse for your
reporting and data analysis, then it isn’t a people analytics
solution – even though they might market the solution as “people
analytics”.
Read my detailed Point of View on this and don’t be fooled again.
www.peopleinsight.com
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The People Analytics Pure-Play
A Pure-Play in People Analytics is a business intelligence platform
which has been built specifically for the nuances, complexities and
volume of effective-dated HR data.
The People Analytics Pure-Play only deals with people analytics
use-cases and is always based on a data warehouse technical
infrastructure.
The People Analytics Pure-Play will give you multidimensional data
discovery from a single source of unified HR, talent and people
data. You will get powerful segmentation abilities based on your
spur-of-the-moment needs – enabling you to analyse trends, look
at things from new dimensions or lenses, aggregate and drill-down
into individual records and criteria-based lists, and present your
data in a visually appealing way.
The People Analytics Pure-Play will employ capabilities of ongoing
(continually fed), multi-system HR data management and
integration, transformation of that data into a single, unified and
effective-dated corporate record for employee data, algorithms to
drive calculations related HR metrics and people analytics,
powerful visualization and data discovery, role based user access,
all within a technically hardened and GDPR-compliant
environment.

The People
Analytics
Pure-Play is a
Business
Intelligence
Platform
Exclusively
for HR

You Feed Your
Raw, NativeFormat Data
From Your
Disparate HR
Systems

The People
Analytics
Pure-Play
Does the Rest

Most new solutions are exclusively cloud-based like PeopleInsight,
Visier and One Model yet each solution has their own sweet-spot.
As in all products, one-size does not fit all.

www.peopleinsight.com
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Do-It-Yourself BI Tools
There are also other solutions available like Tableau and Qlik
- which deliver capabilities way more powerful than a
spreadsheet, however you still need to have very handypeople on the ground to develop the data source, develop
the algorithms for your calculations, develop the
visualizations, reports and outputs, and to constantly feedand maintain the solution.
These under-the-desk business intelligence solutions, while
very capable, can present challenges with scalability (moving
from an under-the-desktop tool to an enterprise accessible
platform), and may actually introduce unintended risk - from
a data privacy, control and security perspectives, and for
ongoing sustainability given the technical hurdles when
moving from under-the-desk to a fully supported, enterprisewide production capability.

DIY BI Can Be
Powerful and
Affordable

Under-TheDesk Are Best
For One Off
Projects

Struggle to
Scale When
You Need
Them to be
Production or
EnterpriseWide

Even though the license may be on your desktop or available
for a few thousand dollars, the total cost of ownership of
these solutions as you scale them can be far greater than the
People Analytics Pure-Play, and the scalability/
productionization is not as robust given the risks and many
layers of technology involved in an on-demand, hardened
enterprise-wide solution.

www.peopleinsight.com
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Considerations Regardless of Path You
Select re: BI Tools & Technology

You Need To
Decide What Is
Important To
You

Here’s a series of high level requirements or considerations you will
want to think through and decide upon.

Requirements/Considerations
o Data extraction, transformation and loading from your source
systems - for your initial build and for ongoing analytics
o Data warehouse toolsets, design and provisioning
o Data visualization & discovery tools and sophistication
o Dashboards, Scorecards & Analytics design and algorithm
development (descriptive & advanced)
o Descriptive Analytics - what are your exact needs for descriptive HR
analytics?
o Advanced Analytics - what are your exact needs for advanced HR
analytics, predictive and prescriptive modelling?
o Trending data - how will you design and deal with your time-based
history and data from points-in-time?
o Historical data - are you going to convert and integrate your archived
data for analytical purposes, which may be from a retired system
which will have a different data model?
o What are the processes (technical, automated and manual) you will
need in place to ensure your capability is productionalized or
sustainable moving forward?
o What is your approach to End User Access Management, GDPR
and controlling data authorization?

www.peopleinsight.com

Buy?
Build?
Partner?

What’s Your
Short Term,
Mid Term and
Long Term
Goal/Plan
Across Key
Requirements
And
Considerations
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BI Tool Options
Implementation Success

People
Analytics
Pure-Play

V High

High

Med

Spreadsheets

Native
Reporting
on Tx
HRTech

DIY BI
Tools

In-House
Ent BI
Tools

Low

V Low

V Low

Low

Med

High

V High

People Analytics Capability
www.peopleinsight.com
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BI Tool Options: Pros & Cons
Tool/
Approach

Description

Pros

Cons

Making Use of
Native
Reporting in
your
Transactional
HR Tools

o Already enabled as part of o Usually limited in terms of scope
While capabilities can vary greatly,
o Normally difficult to connect to
you will likely have some reporting
your HR Tech
o Configurable
capability within your transactional
other relevant sources of data
HR Technology. This might be in the
(like connecting your ATS and
form of “canned reports” or reports
HRIS)
o Data model and technical
which you can configure yourself.
processing of the reports is
inefficient and not optimized for
business intelligence
o Frequently difficult and expensive
to configure
o Usually impossible to configure
exactly how you’d like them, or to
process metrics and analytics in
the way you need

Spreadsheets

o Already on your desktop,
Desktop data processing tools
which can manage data, calculate
likely at no extra cost
o Many business people
formulas and display results.
Typically used for basic calculations
have used and have basic
and small data sets. Usually part of
skills with spreadsheets
a desktop office suite. Examples are o Flexible and very useful for
Google Sheets and Microsoft Excel.
basic calculations and
business needs

www.peopleinsight.com

o Data security and access
management is typically wide
open
o Hard to integrate multiple data
sets, specifically HR data which is
complex and effective dated
o Does not scale effectively
o Difficult to support ongoing
reporting and analytics
o Algorithms have to be developed
and customized - many of which
are very complex
o Many points of failure once you
move beyond basic requirements
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BI Tool Options: Pros & Cons (Cont’d)
Tool/
Approach

Description

Pros

Cons

Do It Yourself
Business
Intelligence
Tools

More advanced data management
and processing tools with
embedded ability to calculate and
process large amounts of data, and
visualize the output in more
advanced ways. Examples are Qlik
and Tableau. These tools require
can be run with minimal technical
infrastructure (often on a
desktop/laptop) and without the
need for highly technical skills. They
are generic business intelligence
tools as opposed to being built with
a specific business function in mind.

o Powerful data
management and
processing tools
o Powerful data visualization
tools
o Powerful and highly
configurable for metrics
creation and statistical
analysis
o Sometimes come with
limited “canned”
metrics/analytic algorithms
which are relevant for HR
o Much more affordable than
previous BI tools
o Great for one-off/one-time
analytical projects

o Requires strong skills to build out
the data model (integrations with
source systems), algorithms,
visualizations and user access
o Careful design and consideration
when using this approach for
ongoing operations and
“production” reporting and
analytics
o Can expose you to data security
threats given they tend to be
loaded on a single desktop/laptop
o Can be risky to sustain and
expose you to a solution which is
deemed un-supportable if the
developer leaves the organization

In-House,
Enterprise
Class BI
Platform

Large scale, on-premise enterprise
class business intelligence platforms
which require numerous levels of
technical infrastructure, data
integration and management, and
configuration for both
implementation and ongoing
maintenance. Solutions like SAS
and IBM Cognos are part of this
category - however there are many
other technical components
(hardware and software) required to
launch this type of capability.

o Enterprise grade
o Implemented within a
company’s technical
architecture
o Advanced reporting and
analytical capabilities
o Can scale to deliver
exactly what the business
needs with ongoing
customization

o Expensive to license, configure
and support
o Many layers to the technical
architecture
o Highly technical skillsets required
for development
o Complex to implement and
history of failed implementations
o While there are many skilled
resources out there to assist with
configuration and maintenance,
there are relatively few who have
deep HR data model experience

www.peopleinsight.com
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BI Tool Options: Pros & Cons (Cont’d)
Tool/
Approach
People
Analytics
Pure-Play

Description
A business intelligence
platform which has been
built specifically for the
nuances, complexities
and volume of effectivedated HR data.

www.peopleinsight.com

Pros

Cons

o Requires your HR data
o Exclusively focused on people analytics useto be processed in the
cases
rd
cloud by a 3 party
o An HR-specific data model and data
o Requires you to partner,
warehouse technical infrastructure which has
versus build or buy
BI as a sole purpose and is exponentially more
o May not be a fit for your
powerful for data discovery
organization if you have
o Enables multidimensional data discovery from
sophisticated business
a single source of unified HR, talent and
intelligence capabilities
people data
in-house that can be
o Powerful segmentation abilities based on your
dedicated to HR and
spur-of-the-moment needs – enabling you to
people analytics
analyse trends, look at things from new
dimensions or lenses, aggregate and drill-down
into individual records and criteria-based lists,
and present your data in a visually appealing
way.
o Ongoing (continually fed), multi-system HR
data management and integration,
transformation of that data into a single, unified
and effective-dated corporate record for
employee data, algorithms to drive calculations
related HR metrics and people analytics,
powerful visualization and data discovery, role
based user access, all within a technically
hardened and GDPR-compliant environment.
o Cloud-based and cloud-first
o Much lower total cost of ownership and much
faster deployment
o Proven solution which is deployed across
many companies using industry best practice
metrics
o Minimized risk of implementation failure
o Enables you to focus on using your data for
driving decisions, versus highly technical roles
like HR data warehousing, BI development and
production system operations
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Source
Systems,
Processes &
Data
Integrity

Governance,
Strategy &
Focus

BI Tools &
Technology

People
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Only People Matter
Whether you’re the CEO of Apple or the owner of a small local
business, it’s widely accepted that your company’s success isn’t strictly
driven by your product, your service, your brand, technology or IP - it’s
differentiated by your employees bringing all of these components
together.
Building a data driven HR capability is no different.
Ultimately, it takes smart people to glean insight from data and
information - and it also takes smart and influential people to use those
insights in an actionable and valuable way.
There are, therefore, a number of roles which are critical for developing
a data driven HR capability.

People Make
The
Difference In
Business

There Are
Several Roles
Critical For
Building
DDHR

DDHR
Champion

They are:
o
o
o
o

Data Driven HR Champion
Client (Line of Business) Leadership
Functional HR Leads and HR Data Owners
HRBPs

Client (LoB)
Leadership

Functional HR
Leads & Data
Owners

HRBPs

www.peopleinsight.com
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Data Driven HR Champion
o An executive level leader who believes fact-based decision-making
is critical to the success of HR, Talent and People Operations
o They will support the development of the capability, and competency
of data driven HR
o They will back their vocal support with the right behaviors
o They will actively market and sell this capability to the rest of the
business as an imperative

Client (Line of Business) Leadership
o Executives and managers within your company who genuinely
believe that employees have a critical role to play in delivering
business outcomes
o They are driven to continually deliver improved performance
o They understand that not all employees are equal - some are in roles
which are designed to deliver differentiated value (for instance, those
in Sales Rep roles)
o They get the link between high-value roles and delivery of
business objectives
o They also understand there are employees who are simply more
effective and proficient at doing their jobs - for instance a Customer
Service Rep who consistently delivers higher customer satisfaction
scores.
o And, they see this increased level of contribution or
performance as the benchmark for others
o They see the link between people performance and business
performance
o They are open to HR acting as a business partner - and supporting
them to deliver programs which drive productivity
o They are open to a fact-based conversation, as well as one driven by
experience and instinct
o They are ready to make change
www.peopleinsight.com

Leaders Must
Do It – Don’t
Just Say It

See Link
Between
Delivering
Business
Outcomes Is
Clear

Be Open To
Balance The
Quantitative &
Qualitative

Ready to
Make A
Decision &
Drive Change
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Functional HR Leads and HR Data Owners
o Functional Leads within HR and those who own specific sources of
HR data can understand how their data can contribute to at least one
of the following categories:
o Making smarter hiring decisions
o Understanding who creates value and retaining key talent
o Understanding the ROI of people programs
o Connecting people performance to business performance
o They see a difference between the transactional side of their
business (the processes and technology in support of that workflow)
and the strategic, decision-making value of the data which is
generated
o They are comfortable with the right people using their functional data
in the right way
o They will facilitate and enable the usage of their data for driving
better HR, people and talent decisions

HR Business Partners
o HRBPs are Business-savvy, analytical, consultative and outcomes
focused
o See Playbook 2 for a comprehensive view on what it takes to be a
successful, data-driven HR Business Partner

www.peopleinsight.com

Make Smarter
Hiring
Decisions
Who Creates
Differentiated
Value
Retain Key
Talent
Connect
People
Performance
To Business
Performance

Business
Savvy,
Analytical,
Consultative
& Outcomes
Focused
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Personas
There are also a number of personas which you should be aware of
who will either assist or block your efforts.

Understand
That
Employee
Personas Will
Come Into
Play

Victims Are
Terrified They
Won’t Be Able
To Cope

The Victim
Behaviours
o Highly emotional, panics, withdraws from task, doesn’t see beyond
the problem, ‘it’s all about me’
Barriers
o Negative influence, needs lot of support/time from others
Advantages
o Will provide warning signs, red flags and will identify threats, plays a
strong Devil’s Advocate

www.peopleinsight.com
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The Critic
Behaviours
o Negative, disengaged and vocal
Barriers
o Stressed and at capacity, exhibits “pack mentality” and lack of
confidence
Advantages
o Helps us identify patterns of resistance

The Bystander
Behaviours
o Passive-aggressive, not optimistic, attitude of ‘wait it out’
Barriers
o Feeds the Victim and the Critic, non-committal and can create doubt
Advantages
o Can be swayed –potential to move to Navigator role, will challenge
you to create a plan which is robust and doable

The Navigator

Critics Try To
Rally Others
To Resist The
Change

Bystanders
Hopelessly
Hope Things
Are Going To
Stay The
Same

Navigators
Handle It In
Their Stride
And Look For
Ways To
Contribute

Behaviours
o Positive, early adopter, adaptable and offers solutions to problems
Barriers
o Blind to team concerns, can leave others behind, impatient and can
take too much on
Advantages
o Ability to rally the troops, “workhorse” and role model

www.peopleinsight.com
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And, of course…
The Champion
o Individuals with influence who will support and pave the
way for successful and sustainable implementation of data
driven HR
o They will articulate the impacts, benefits and what success
will look like
o They will communicate an authentic belief in data driven
HR, and involve, engage and motivate others to also buyin
o They will demonstrate active and visible leadership
o They will make sure the appropriate communication,
training and support is available for those involved
o They will manage resistance and issues that arise

Champions
Will Set
Direction &
Pave The Way

Work With
Champions &
Navigators

Experience tells me that you must focus on gaining
momentum with Champions and Navigators, and then
engage Bystanders in positive change.
Victims and Critics will follow.

www.peopleinsight.com
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ABOUT THIS PLAYBOOK
Background

When it comes to Data Driven HR
(DDHR), HR Business Partners (HRBPs)
must:
• Focus on what's relevant to the
business
• Develop their personal skills &
competencies
• Adopt a capability mindset
• Ensure DDHR is not just a one-off
project
This Playbook, HR Business Partners - A
Practical Guide to Becoming Data Driven,
will help HRBP teams accomplish these
critical imperatives.

www.peopleinsight.com
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4 IMPERATIVES & AREAS
OF FOCUS TO HELP
HRBPs BECOME DATA
DRIVEN

Background

1

HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what's relevant to the business
When it comes to the People Plan, Ops will always have different objectives,
drivers and issues than Sales - but there will also be common ground. Therefore,
it is imperative that HRBPs have solid understanding of both corporate/
enterprise-wide people objectives, in addition to the specific objectives of the
business units they serve.

2

HR & HRBPs must develop analytical and consultative competencies
It must be recognized and addressed that some HRBPs are more naturally
analytical, business-savvy, data-driven and strategic than others. It's therefore
becoming more commonplace that HRBPs build upon their transactional HR skills
& experience, becoming change enablers and helping drive the people-side of
business outcomes. This means articulating the opportunity and understanding
the issue, consulting, driving decisions, planning & implementing change, and
optimizing results.

3

HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability mindset - which goes beyond slick tools
Slick tools can flounder if they don't live within an environment - or capability - which
supports their purpose. For an HRBP to be successful in Data Driven HR, there
must be a framework, strategic focus and processes in place to ensure the relevant
data is both captured and trusted, clarity in the role of the HRBP, and of course,
visibility, realization and optimization of hard business results.

4

HR & HRBPs must implement data driven decision-making in a sustainable way
"Becoming Data Driven" implies change will occur - and this change must be
sustainable and not just a one-off project. These 4 Areas of Focus must work in
concert with one-another to ensure clarity of purpose, adoption and motivation for the
future state, leadership support, a concrete plan for implementation, in addition to
clearly defined, yet achievable success.

www.peopleinsight.com
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SUSTAINABLE CHANGE
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1

HR & HRBPs must focus more attention
on what's relevant to the business

2

HR & HRBPs must develop analytical
and consultative competencies

3

HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability
mindset - which goes beyond slick tools

4

HR & HRBPs must implement data driven
decision-making in a sustainable way

www.peopleinsight.com
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HR & HRBPs Must Implement Data Driven
Decision-Making in a Sustainable Way
Becoming data driven is not a one-off project - it’s about
building a new way of approaching HR - one which is
sustainable that builds and improves over time.
This means having clarity of purpose, building adoption and
motivation for the future state, demonstrating leadership
support around a concrete plan for implementation, and most
importantly, having clearly defined and achievable criteria for
success.
While there are many models for managing change, you
should use the one you are most comfortable and proficient
with - or possibly one you’ve already implemented internally.
If you don’t have one at your fingertips, you will want to build
a change approach which is guided by the model on the
following page.

www.peopleinsight.com

Don’t Treat
This As A
One-Off
Project

You Need To
Build A
Sustainable
Capability
And Organizational
Competency
In DDHR

Use A Change
Management
Model Most
Familiar To
You
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Simple Change Management Model
See It

Own It

Live It

Outcome

Case for
change

Committed
Leadership

Clear What’s in
it for Me?

Concrete Plan

Tools in Place

Reinforcement

It’s not urgent

Case for
change

Committed
Leadership

Clear What’s in
it for Me?

Concrete Plan

Tools in Place

Reinforcement

It’s not real

Case for
change

Committed
Leadership

Clear What’s in
it for Me?

Concrete Plan

Tools in Place

Reinforcement

It’s not worth it

Case for
change

Committed
Leadership

Clear What’s in
it for Me?

Concrete Plan

Tools in Place

Reinforcement

It’s not going
anywhere

Case for
change

Committed
Leadership

Clear What’s in
it for Me?

Concrete Plan

Tools in Place

Reinforcement

It’s not
possible

Case for
change

Committed
Leadership

Clear What’s in
it for Me?

Concrete Plan

Tools in Place

Reinforcement

It’s not for long

Case for
change

Committed
Leadership

Clear What’s in
it for Me?

Concrete Plan

Tools in Place

Reinforcement

It’s working!

The great thing is, if you’ve followed Playbooks 1, 2 and 3, you may already
have many of these requirements dealt with.

www.peopleinsight.com
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See It: Case For Change
o

o

o

You will want to communicate the urgency of your data
driven HR projects - and how they tie to delivering hard
business results for your LoB clients
Using your outputs from Playbook 3 - specifically Step 4
(Estimate & Articulate Value of Each Use Case) and Step
5 (Assess & Map Use Cases to a Decision-Making
Framework to Help You Prioritize), you should meet with
key people from your Line of Business, brief them on
your work and seek their input.
o You will have to define who these “key people” from
your Line of Business should be - it will be different
in every organization but should probably include
the VP or executive who leads that business unit
o You should look for support from the Head of HR,
the Head of HR Business Partners, or the internal
HR Champion for data driven HR

Convince Your
Stakeholders &
Impacted
Partners That
Change Is
Needed and
Helps Them
Accomplish
Their Goals

You will need to convince your Line of Business clients
that these projects are both aligned with their strategic
and operational goals, and juicy from a benefits
perspective.

www.peopleinsight.com
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See It: Committed Leadership
o Firstly, you should look to both leverage and solicit the
direct support of any leader within the business who has
articulated the need for evidence-based or data driven
decision-making - whether this be your CEO, COO or
CFO, the head of a business unit, and in particular, the
Head of HR or Chief People Officer
o This might be in the form of a strategic imperative in
your 3 year plan like “become data driven” or by
quoting the CFO from last month’s all-staff meeting
when she said “we need to improve overall
productivity to ensure we stay competitive in our
market”
o Be creative, look for ways to build upon things
already understood in your organization, and make a
direct link to how data driven HR can help deliver
tangible results

Find Genuine
Support

Ask These
Leaders To
Engage

o Then, your goal is to convince your Line of Business client
that data driven HR, and in particular, the projects which
you have identified (3 x Do. 2 x Help. 1 x Fix) are
important, need to happen and you have their full support.

www.peopleinsight.com
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o Once that’s been done, you need to ask for their help in
selling these projects and your initiatives, in clearing
hurdles, in engaging in reviews and status meetings, and
in holding you and others accountable for project
execution.
o Many leaders think it is good enough to be simply
knowledgeable and “support” an initiative, but my
experience tells me different. Often times, you need
to be very specific and ask them to do something,
ask them to be involved, articulate the behavior you
are looking for them to demonstrate and the
messages you’d like them to share.
o A leader vocally supporting an initiative is easy whereas inspiring a leader investing time and effort in
getting things done will be harder, but will result in an
initiative that has a much better chance of ongoing
success.

www.peopleinsight.com

Say & Do

Be Specific At
What You’d
Like Them To
Help With
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Own It: Clear What’s In It For Me?
o The concept of “what’s in it for me” really translates into
motivation. What naturally motivates your colleagues and
clients and how will your data driven HR projects help
them?
o Building upon the Autonomy, Mastery & Purpose model
from Daniel Pink’s book Drive:
o Autonomy - how can data driven HR help your clients
increase the level of control they have in their work,
or in accomplishing their goals? How can this
initiative help them be more self-sufficient and
independent?
o How can data driven HR give your clients the ability
to be better at what they do - and become more
successful?
o What is the link between smarter hiring decisions,
retaining key talent and better people programs and
your overall purpose as an organization - or Line of
Business? How will this project help you accomplish
this purpose?

Create
Motivation For
The Future
State

Think About
How You Can
Create
Autonomy,
Mastery &
Purpose

Find Ways To
Speak To Your
Customers In
Terms They
Truly Get

o Thank goodness you identified your Customers, what’s
important to them and their requirements in Step 1 of
Playbook 3!!!
o You’re welcome :) and you will now be prepared to
hit all of their hot buttons in the attempt to get them
highly engaged.
www.peopleinsight.com
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o You may need to repeat this exercise for a few different
audiences or individuals to ensure data driven HR
sticks.

o For instance:
o The head of Talent Acquisition who will be critical
in supplying you with recruitment data, yet
possibly concerned about exposing recruiter
productivity, success rates and candidate pipeline
blockages
o Your HRIS Analyst who will be critical in supplying
you other data, but has 15 other projects on the go
with your data extract being last in the list
o Your Line of Business Hiring Managers who have
long complained they aren’t well equipped or
supported in the recruitment process, and the data
which you are presenting will expose their lack of
proficiency.

Realize That
There Will Be
Hurdles,
Challenges
And
Pushback

Unearth
These
Barriers,
Understand
Them And
Tackle As
Appropriate

o Answer the question for each audience, how will they
individually see a benefit or how can you motivate them
to be part of your success?

www.peopleinsight.com
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Own It: Concrete Plan
When you have a concrete and credible plan for
implementation, you will be taken seriously - and have a plan
of action in getting data driven HR implemented and part of
the fabric.
The plan shouldn’t be a hundred-activity project plan that
might be developed by a high-priced consultant - but it
should clearly lay out:
o The steps and tasks which need to accomplished over
the short term - for this case, let’s flesh out a 6 month
view - with the understanding that as this six month
phase is being completed, you will have to develop
another plan for the next phase
o The objectives, goals and/or outputs of the 6 month
phase, and of the steps to get the phase completed
o For each step, define the effort you will need to invest to
complete the step, the length of time it will take and who
will work on that specific task (i.e., Pat, 6 days of effort,
between January 1 and January 31)

Finally, find your key stakeholders and gain their input and
support. Ensure you’ve got access to the appropriate
resources to get your project phase completed - otherwise
you’ll need to gain more alignment, and possibly rescope.
Don’t start without a plan which has the support of your
Champion(s) and key clients.
www.peopleinsight.com

Think About
The 7Ps*

Proper
Prior
Planning
Prevents
Pi$$
Poor
Performance

* Lifted from a
wise old Serjeant
Major I once
knew, please
excuse the salty
language on P#5
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Live It: Tools in Place
Part of developing your plan will be to understand and
define the requirements for the tools, resources and
support mechanisms which need to be in place for
implementation to be a success.
“Tools” which might be considered:
o Communications and Training Plans
o Briefing, working or training sessions to introduce and
instruct impacted employees on what data driven HR
should mean to them
o These 4 Playbooks
o Cheat sheets on the new reports, analytics, data points
and metrics they will start to see
o Interpretations and instructions on thresholds and
triggers - and how to respond
o Access to the reporting and analytical tools/platform
o Checklists, processes or standard approaches for
sharing insights, obtaining input and contextual
understanding
o Checklists, processes or standard approaches to
driving a decision, implementing change and tracking
benefits

www.peopleinsight.com

You Must
Provide
“Tools” –
Which Is A
Loose Term –
In Support Of
The Change

Tools:
Meetings,
Training
Sessions,
Comms,
Checklists,
Cheat Sheets,
Etc.
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Live It: Reinforcement
The final component of this simple change management
methodology is Reinforcement.

Jointly
Defining
Success

Reinforcement should be extended to include defining success
criteria, measuring results, harvesting benefits and celebrating
success.
While the artform of reinforcement will be unique for you, your
business and clients, there are five fundamentals you shouldn’t
forget.
1.

2.

3.

Defining success criteria should not be done in a vacuum you must engage stakeholders (senior level and the frontlines) in defining a jointly agreed picture of success.
At the individual and team level, the recipient of
reinforcement and recognition has a personal and
preferred style - use the approach which will elicit the best
response to your recognition.
Reinforcement is about managing performance and
ensuring you are accomplishing the goals you set out to
accomplish. This might mean a course correction - a
rescoping activity - or a redefinition of what is achievable.
Just be timely, honest and upfront with your governance
committee (See Playbook 3).

www.peopleinsight.com

Measuring
Results

Harvesting
Benefits

Celebrating
Success
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Remarkably, “Business Case Realization” is incredibly
easy to ignore - in fact, we are often systematically
forced to move onto the next activity before we have
captured results - and metaphorically “banked the
winnings”. You must try and avoid this pitfall at all costs:
o Remember, the only reason why you’ve been
trusted to invest in data driven HR is to chase juicy
business outcomes.
o You’ve sold this initiative on a business case - so
you must spend some time quantifying and
counting your accomplishments and success - and
sharing that with those that matter.
o Simply determine the ROI of your initiative
o On one side of the ROI equation you will
articulate the “New Value” you have created
through this initiative.
o On the other side of the equation, articulate
the Cost of the initiative (days effort in
working this project can be converted to a
daily internal loaded cost rate). You will use
this as your denominator.
o Subtract the Cost from the New Value and
call the result your “Net New Value” - use this
as your numerator.
o Divide the Net New Value by Cost and
multiply by 100.
o You now have your Return on Investment for
this data driven HR project.

www.peopleinsight.com

If You Sell
Your Solution
On Benefits –
Then Surely
You Should
“Realize” Said
Benefits

Realization
Can Be As
Simple As
Calculating
Accurately,
Then Telling
Your Client
You’ve Saved
Them $x

Use An ROI
Calculation
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ROI Calculation - Example
o

Here’s an example from a technology client of ours at
PeopleInsight:
o The turnover of one specific Key Technical Role
decreased by 25% in the first year after
implementing analytics tools which gave managers
deep visibility into their turnover – enabling them to
segment on-the-fly.
o The VPHR directly attributed the impacts to having
increased visibility.
o This resulted in a cost avoidance of approximately
$750k for this year.
o The cost of investment was less than $25k.
o The Net New Value is $750k-$25k = $725k
o The ROI of this investment in data driven HR was:
o ($725k divided by $25k) x 100 = 2,900%
o Yes, 2,900%

ROI Is The
Universal
Measure Of
New Value
Created By An
Investment

Given This Is
A Largely
Untapped
Area – The
Benefit Pools
Can Be
Spectacular

:)
www.peopleinsight.com
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5.

Celebrate Success - my sense is that your Line of
Business lead, Head of HR and CFO would be pleased
with such a result and potentially approve a team pizza
or something culturally appropriate.

www.peopleinsight.com

Feel Good
About Your
Success

Celebrate
Progress &
Share
Success
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Bringing It All Together
When these 6 components are present and working together, you
will have a better chance at implementing successful, sustainable
change.
Case for
change

Committed
Leadership

Clear What’s
in it for Me?

Concrete Plan

Tools in Place

Reinforcement

It’s working!

Your goal IS TO NOT IMPLEMENT a one-time project - this
will force you to ram something in, cut corners and may leave
a bad taste in some people’s mouth.
Your goal IS TO IMPLEMENT a sustainable, iterative
capability - one which is valuable to the business, and valued
by your stakeholders.
Start small, think big, then scale fast when you can prove
ROI.

Change is hard because people overestimate the
value of what they have-and underestimate the
value of what they may gain by giving that up.

There’s No
Silver Bullet
When
Creating
Sustainable
Change

Consider
These 6
Components
When
Developing
Your Change
Program

Start Small,
Find +ve ROI,
Think Big,
Scale Fast

James Belasco and Ralph Stayer
Flight of the Buffalo, 1994

www.peopleinsight.com
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THIS PLAYBOOK HAS 6
COMPONENTS
CONTENTS

1. Introduction

PAGES 5-9

2. Playbook 1: Business Focus

PAGES 10-30

3. Playbook 2: Competencies

PAGES 31-43

4. Playbook 3: Capabilities

PAGES 44-98

5. Playbook 4: Sustainable Change

PAGES 99-117

6. Summary

PAGES 118-121

The Playbook can be downloaded in its entirety, or
each component can be downloaded separately.
Download at www.peopleinsight.com/DDHRBP
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4 AREAS OF FOCUS TO
HELP HRBPs BECOME
DATA DRIVEN

Summary

1

HR & HRBPs must focus more attention on what's relevant to the business
When it comes to the People Plan, Ops will always have different objectives,
drivers and issues than Sales - but there will also be common ground. Therefore,
it is imperative that HRBPs have solid understanding of both corporate/
enterprise-wide people objectives, in addition to the specific objectives of the
business units they serve.

2

HR & HRBPs must develop analytical and consultative competencies
It must be recognized and addressed that some HRBPs are more naturally
analytical, business-savvy, data-driven and strategic than others. It's therefore
becoming more commonplace that HRBPs build upon their transactional HR skills
& experience, becoming change enablers and helping drive the people-side of
business outcomes. This means articulating the opportunity and understanding
the issue, consulting, driving decisions, planning & implementing change, and
optimizing results.

3

HR & HRBPs must adopt a capability mindset - which goes beyond slick tools
Slick tools can flounder if they don't live within an environment - or capability - which
supports their purpose. For an HRBP to be successful in Data Driven HR, there
must be a framework, strategic focus and processes in place to ensure the relevant
data is both captured and trusted, clarity in the role of the HRBP, and of course,
visibility, realization and optimization of hard business results.

4

HR & HRBPs must implement data driven decision-making in a sustainable way
"Becoming Data Driven" implies change will occur - and this change must be
sustainable and not just a one-off project. These 4 Areas of Focus must work in
concert with one-another to ensure clarity of purpose, adoption and motivation for the
future state, leadership support, a concrete plan for implementation, in addition to
clearly defined, yet achievable success.

www.peopleinsight.com
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Summary & Thanks For Reading
This Playbook has been developed with one purpose - to help build
the capability for data driven HR in businesses.
It’s based solely on my first-hand experience as a consultant, a
business partner to many technology organizations, an
entrepreneur across a few different businesses, one of which was
focused on helping organizations build sustainable change
programs, and finally, as an all-in participant in the emerging field of
people analytics.

Summary

It may not meet everyone’s expectations. It may be too detailed in
places, not so much in others - but it is a start because I truly feel
that the success of people analytics at-large is constrained by the
ability of HR Business Partners to use their HR, talent and
productivity data to drive better business outcomes.
I also believe that the strong ability of one, or a small group, while
directionally correct and stoic, is not sustainable.
That’s why organizations need to build a capability - to plan, fund,
engrain, lead, test, improve and unlock the potential that’s trapped
within their people data - across the board. This Playbook will help
you do that. Select and implement the components that work for
you.
My hope is that leading organizations will see the light and chase
this largely untapped opportunity - with or without any help from this
Playbook.
Just get started and if you need any help, you know where to find
me.
Cheers

John
john.pensom@peopleinsight.com
www.peopleinsight.com
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